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Abstract 

This paper examines the effect of the structure of supply chain networks on productivity and innovation 

capability through knowledge diffusion, using large firm-level panel data for Japan. We find that ties with 

distant suppliers improve productivity, measured by sales per worker, more than neighboring suppliers, 

probably because intermediates from distant firms embody more diversified knowledge than from 

neighboring firms. Ties with neighboring clients improve productivity more than distant clients, probably 

because diffusion of disembodied knowledge from neighboring clients is more effective than from distant 

clients. By contrast, ties with distant suppliers and clients improve innovative capability, measured by the 

number of registered patents, while neighboring suppliers or clients do not affect it. In addition, density of a 

firm's ego network, which is measured by how densely its supply chain partners transact with each other, is 

found to have a negative effect on productivity and innovative capability, implying knowledge redundancy 

in dense networks. These results suggest importance of diversity of knowledge in knowledge diffusion.      
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